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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to our sixth issue for 2018, of the
ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”. A crushed Checker
on the cover? Yes, in this issue we cover the
Lawrence crushing.
Free of charge, feel free to print this Newsletter
and put in your own binder. Please forward to
all your Checker friends too. Free, well perhaps
your friendship could be considered payment?
If you would like to submit an article or
personal profile about you or your, Checker,
please submit all content to the email address
on the right side of this page.
So what’s new in this issue? This a special
expanded issue of FARES that documents in
three parts the Lawrence Checker saga.
While other Checker clubs sat on their
respective hands and watched on the sidelines,

the ICTA mobilized and was able to
save both Checker cars and parts. A
big thank you goes out to Dan Smith
and the staff of 495 Auto Salvagers
for their valiant effort.
Also in this issue, we’ll share our
most recent research into Checker
wagon pricing.
Ever wonder how to track visual
clues to a Checker’s age? Inside this
issue, you find a full Checker
spotters guide that depicts the
various running changes made to
Checkers from 1956 to 1982.

Please enjoy issue: volume 4 issue 6.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949, 1950, 1952,
1957 and 1967 Checkers
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Checker Spotter’s Guide
Recently ICTA member Tom Polrbear posted on
Facebook “I have often wondered, how do you tell
the different years apart by looking at them? Is
there one particular thing that tells you or
many?” It’s an interesting question. Generally
speaking its very hard to determine what year a
Checker was produced beyond looking at serial
numbers and build sheets. That said, running
changes were made, this blog will characterize
Checker into five distinct production
periods. Let’s start with the Checker Model A8

The benchmark for this spotters guide. The Model A8
was developed in 1954 as a response to the new New
York City Taxicab Authority requirements for taxicabs.
The new law would allow for Ford, GM and Chrysler to
compete head to head against Checker. If Checker
continued to offer the data Model A6, it was highly
that Checker would lose significant market share

against the lower cost and smaller offerings from the big
three. The battle ship style taxi was no longer viable and
Checker developed the smaller Model A8, it debuted in
January of 1956.
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1958 – 1961
The internal shell of the new
Checker A9 was essentially the
same as the Model A8, but
virtually every exterior panel
was new for 58. The only
exterior parts shared was the
front windshield glass and the
front and rear bumpers. The
trunk lid and doors were similar,
but were constructed differently
as they no longer sported the
wide chrome trunk handle or the
top chrome on the doors
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1962 – 1967
The new Checker A11 was essentially
the same as the Model A9, but there
were some exterior changes. First off
the front and rear bumpers now sported
a center dip, the A8 style bumpers were
eliminated. Fenders were changed too.
On the front, the fenders were cut about
three inches at the bottom where the
fender met the bumper. The reduction
was required as the bumper placement
was raised to a higher level. In raising
the front bumpers, the front valance
was flatten to accommodate the new
arrangement. The rear fender wheel
openings were also raised about two
inches below the body line. The Front
grille lost its starburst treatment
allowing for a full egg crate grille. The
parking lights were now placed just
under the headlights.
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1968 – 1971
In 1968 Checker A11 featured
new front and rear windshield
glass. This was a federally
mandated action to improve
overall visibility. In making this
change, the drip rail was
eliminated over the front
windshield. Front parking lights
increased in size. The Checker
also received new Federally
mandated side marker lights.
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1972
In 1972 Checker A11 featured
new front bumper that utilized
a shock absorbing Federally
mandated 5 MPH bumpers.
This was accomplished by
adding shock absorbers
behind the old style chrome
bumpers introduced in 1961.
The result extended the
bumpers forward about one
foot, the bumper appeared not
to be aligned with the fender
leave an awkward gap
between the bumper and front
fenders.
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1973 – 1982
In 1973 Checker A11
featured new girder style
bumpers. The bumpers
were made out of
aluminum, being aluminum,
the bumpers were no
longer chrome plated. The
amount of chrome usage
changed, moving forward
the grille and headlight
doors were painted silver or
body color.
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making its first attempt to create a used Checker
Buyers Guide. Being fact based, this guide should
help Checker fans interested in buying a Checker
applying some knowledge to correct and fair pricing.
In this blog we’ll present some general knowledge
about the Checker, some statistics on the
transactions and we’ll present a comprehensive list
of all Checkers included in our analysis.

Checker Wagon Buyers Guide
Over the last year and a half the ICTA has tracked
virtually every used Checker automobile that has been
listed for sale on the internet. We have constantly kept
tabs on: Ebay transactions, Craig’s List, Hemming
Motor News and Facebook Marketplace. Although we
don’t typically know the ending result of a these
transactions for all the transactions, we have been able
to track the asking price and in some cases the actual
final sale price. With this new data, the ICTA’s is

n this first blog, we’ll present the Checker wagon.
The first wagon was introduced in 1960, the Superba
A10w. According to Speed Mechanics Magazine
“The Superba line includes standard and
specials models of a four door sedan and four
door station wagon. The length of the car is ten
inches shorter than any of the normal sized
models of Chevrolet, Ford and
Chrysler. Looking from the side you get a
surprise, in that the car is not as low as you have
become accustomed to seeing. It does, in its
own way, remind one of a tank. The basic word
for the overall styling of the Superba is “simple”.
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In 1960 Checker first introduced the
Superba wagon. It was equiped
with a 230 Continental flat head six
cylinder engine as standard
equipment. A overhead valve 230
Continental was also available as
an option for a little extra power. In
1961 Checker also introduced an
new higher end wagon, the A12W
Marathon. Now offering two
models, the Superba wagon was
essentially the “Standard” model
while the Marathon wagon was a
“Deluxe” model with higher end trim
and a luxurious simulated
woodgrain dashboard. Other
available options for the wagon
included: Power rear window and
power rear fold down seats
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1964 Checker wagon is a great option. Built on
Checkers massive X-brace frame, the Checker
wagon equipped with a GM power train is very
attractive for any car hobbiest.
The analysis performed by the ICTA indicates that
twenty five Checker wagons have been put up for
sale. The average asking price for these Checker
less any listed as best offer was $7120 a unit. The
pricing ranges from zero, literally a gift to a high
price of $33,000. Generally speaking it appears that
if you are looking to buy a Checker wagon, they are
available and more importantly there is a wide
range of pricing.
In 1965 Checker would switch engine offerings from
Continental to General Motors produced Chevrolet power.
Over the years wagons could be purchased with 283, 327
and 350 cubic inch application. The addition of the Chevy
engines allowed Checker to expand beyond a grocery
getter to a trailer hauling professional. For this reason the
ICTA suggests that if you want a great tow car, the post

Checker Sold or Offered over $9500
On the high side at $33,000 we present the highest
priced Checker wagon ever sold.
This 1969 Checker Marathon is one of 286 A12W
wagons produced for the model year. It was sold new
by Crain-Hillis
11
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Checker Motor Sales in Portland, Oregon, and has
reportedly stayed in-state ever since. Power comes from a
factory-optional GM-sourced 327ci V8 paired to a dualrange automatic transmission. Within the past four years
and 7k miles, this Checker has received a full tune-up and
extensive mechanical servicing as detailed below. It is now
being offered by Cascadia Classic with recent service
records and a clean Washington state title.

According to the seller, this vehicle was optioned
with tinted glass all around and is one of just 17
Checkers ordered with bucket seats across all
body styles in 1969. The Fulton Blue paint (code
62) has been touched-up in several areas.
Multiple filled-in chips, light scrapes, and dings
commensurate with age are present, and the
exterior is comprehensively detailed in the photo
gallery below.
These Marathon wagons feature unique tail light
housings with three reflectors on each side as
shown above. A new set of Firestone Affinity thin
whitewall tires were mounted on the factory
wheels roughly 8,400 miles ago.
According to the seller, this Checker retains a a
high degree of originality including factory
upholstery, carpeting, and trim throughout. The
front and rear seats have a few splits as
highlighted in the photo gallery, and the seller
states there are some stains in the rear carpet.

a low-reading temperature gauge, an optimistic
fuel gauge, a stuck fresh air vent selector, and a
heater fan that squeaks for the fist minute or so.
The five-digit odometer currently shows 92,694
miles and total mileage is unknown.
The optional General Motors 327ci V8 has been
kept stock to the seller’s knowledge, and puts
power down through a 3.31:1 rear axle. The oil
was most recently changed ~100 miles ago, and
the following work was completed within the past
four years and 7k miles.
Next up at 22,000 this pink wagon is also in the
This Checker is equipped with power steering and brakes. high price territory. This 1964 Checker Station
wagon is available. According to its owner Larry
It was also optioned with A/C and the compressor turns
Parson, its very rare station wagon made by
on, though the seller states it is hard to tell how cold it
Checker Motors, has been updated with a 1985
blows with the current low temperatures in Portland. A
working aftermarket cruise control system is controlled via Impala front clip, has an early rebuilt 350 V8,
rebuilt auto 700R4 trans, 9 ” rear axle, 4 wheel
a module on the far left side of the dashboard. Current
disc brakes, stainless steel hardware, true dual
flaws are listed as a filled-in star in the windshield,

fenders. It’s hard for this writer to reconcile rust, low
miles and the high price.

exhaust, everything new or rebuilt, VERY reliable car,
comes with many extra used and NOS parts.
At $12000,00 this Checker is also still available. The
current owner claims that it only has 16,000 original
miles. A very clean looking red car, its interesting to
note that the wagon has some rust bubbling on top of
its

The stunning white 1969 Checker Marathon
Wagon,, according to the seller it runs great and
was formally his father’s daily driver. Equipped with
a Chevy 350,

the wagon has a recently rebuilt carburetor, new tires,
and needs the air conditioner recharged. Body is in
decent shape. the seller claimed that there was no body
damage and I didn’t recall seeing any rust on the wagon.

The next wagon was placed on EBAY and like the
above wagon, is a nice red color. The Marathon is
powered by a General Motors 350 cubic in V-8
engine. The wagon is equipped with air
conditioning, power steering, and power
brakes. The exterior of the car is finished in a
handsome red with chrome bumpers and trim. The
interior is a combination of red and black and
displays quite well. All the glass and trim are in
good condition for the cars age and show use but
not abuse! The motor runs and drives out well and
the transmission shifts effortlessly. The brakes are
adequate for the car and stop the vehicle very
reliably. The paint shows areas that have bubbled
over time and are noted, and photographed.
There are also areas of minor touch up to the paint
throughout that has been done to preserve and
protect the metal. The under carriage is very good
for its age and shows very minimal areas of
corrosion. Overall this automobile presents quite
well, has a sharp appearance, and stance.
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and ICTA member posted the following. “I’ve
decided to sell my 63 since I don’t have time to
finish it. It’s all done except the interior. The body
is on a 1992 caprice wagon on a 12” lift. With s
350 under the hood. Great car. Excellent shape. I
have about 12,000 in it. Finish the interior and
make it…”

Checker Sold or Offered under $9500 and
Over $4501

Don’t miss this opportunity to own a very desirable sought
after classic with very limited production. This wagon is
perfect for any collection or would make a fantastic car to
load the family up in and cruise the open road! As a
postscript on this advertisement, Checker made 521
wagons in 1966.
Unlike the other high end Checker wagons for sale, this
Checker is not stock but is a customized ride. The seller

The next range presents a wide range of wagons
in varying condition. The first example of a
Californian wagon repatriated to the state of
Maine. According to the advertisment, the 1968
Checker Station Wagon, was equipped with 350
Chevy engine, equipped with automatic the seller
claims that it runs good, has no rust and the
interior is very good. The seller also claims that it
drives well too. This car has not been sold, it has
sat on the market for some time. This writer
suspects that the wagon may be a nice original
and has not been restored.
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This Checker has been for sale for close to three years.
It appears that this Checker is still available. It’s a 1969
Checker Marathon Wagon with 46,000 original Mile.
The seller claims that this Checker was bought new for
a School teacher. The seller was told that the engine
was rebuild(327) but he does not have any paper work.
The main rust on the driver floorboard and the seller
claims that he has had it professionally redone. The
original color was blue. There is still rust on the rear
fenders, rocker panels, and some surface.

At $7500, this 1965 Checker Wagon is getting
closer to the average Checker wagon price seen
over the last 15 months of $7120. Equipped with
a Chevy Straight 6. 3 speed manual (3 on the
tree), the ICTA member claims it runs, drives,
and stops well and is fully functional. A slightly
customized unit, this unique wagon sports a
custom paint job andinterior. Well maintained
and clean the wagon needs tires and rear
shocks.

The owner reports that the Marathon has some rust
but is quite repairable. On the down side the
transmission pops out of third gear occasionally. This
wagon is still available and located in Roanoke, Va.

Below is a very original 1967 Checker Marathon
Wagon. The owner claimed its has an original small
block Chevy V8 with a BorgWarner automatic
transmission as originally equipped. The seller
reports engine and transmission have been well
maintained and the Marathon has been serviced
regularly over the years. The owner claims that he
is the second owner and that the wagon is driven
regularly and is currently California registration with
clean title in hand. The owner also reports that the
wagon starts right up and runs smooth and quietly
with no smoking or major issues whatsoever with
any of the mechanics. Power steering is tight and
the brakes are power. The wagon as some rust on
the passenger pillar and lower front passenger
rocker but otherwise the body is very straight and
solid overall as shown. For the price of $4500 the
wagon comes with the factory manual, 3 sets of
keys, and a couple small boxes of spare lenses,
handles, and rubber gaskets. Located in San
Diego

Checker Sold or Offered under $4500 and Over $501

This is the range of bargain price Checker wagons. They all appear to runnable and have great potential for
Checker fun.
Regarding his fleet of Checker taxis, ICTA member John Didomizio, reports “our classic antique Checker
collection is one of the largest in the world! NY Cab & Limo Co. now is also the largest operating Checker Cab
fleet in North America. Today, tourists will find NY cabs everywhere, and never more then 5 minutes away on the
northern Gulf Beaches or City of Clearwater. That is our History and we are proud of it, and where we are
going”. Despite this great endorsement in 2017 Didomizio announced that he was leaving the Checker taxi
business. Within his fleet one Checker wagon was put up for sale. Priced at $4000.00 the vehicle is nice, but
did serve as a taxi.

On Ebay this unique and rare and original condition wagon has been on the block several times over the last
year. Its owner claims the baby blue interior is nice. Equipped with a manual transmission three speed with
overdrive and the smaller small Chevy inline six this Checker wagon is an economy minded Checker. That
said the Checker does air conditioning and is equipped with the rare electric rear window. The wagon comes
with four new tires, needs brake work as the master cylinder is leaking. The window has a cracked windshield,
replacement windshields run at about five hundred dollars. This Checker seems to need a lot of work to bring
back to show condition.

Another economy minded 1965 Marathon
wagon became available this past
September. Quipped has a 230 straight six
engine, Borg Warner automatic transmission,
and Dana rear end this car sold fast. A
runners the ICTA member reported that it
drives great. Recent repairs included new
bearings put in the rear end, new brakes
installed, and fuel pump. This wagon also
had the rare rear window is powered by an
electric motor. The car had new tires but one
has cracked after sitting for a year. The
owner reported that the wagon had no rust.
The only issue with the vehicle was that it did
not have the rear seats. Priced at $2700, this
unit was sold very quickly.
Rawhide Motors listed this 1972 Checker
wagon on Ebay. Very little was disclosed in
the auction with only this brief line: Vehicle
mileage shows 10108 based on 5 digit
odometer.

Vehicle is exempt from odometer disclosure as vehicle is 10
or more model years old. Based on the picture that vehicle
appears solid with typical Checker rust in the front
fenders. Final sale price on Ebay was $2176.00.

An interesting Checker became available on the
Facebook marketplace this past spring. A 1973 Checker
Marathon wagon with an asking price of $2000.00. The
wagon has rust in the floors and needs rear cargo area
glass. To be perfectly franks based on a review of some
of the recent survivors sold in Lawrence, Mass, this
wagon seems very overpriced

Via insurance auctions the following Checker
became available. The seller’s description
presents: 1965 Checker Marathon
A12W410722539 for sale. Primary damage:
Front & rear, Sale document: Clear – dealer
only, Sale status: Ready for sale, Loss: Other,
Start code: Won’t start, Odometer status: Not
required/exempt, Fuel: Other, Transmission:
Unknown. The end selling price was $1085.00

The bargains of the year on Checker wagons popped up
in September with the mass dumping of Checkers by
Checker Motor Cars of Haverhill, Mass. The Checker
were dumped in Lawrence, Mass. According to the
management of 495 Auto Salvagers, who worked with
ICTA members to find new homes for the wayward
Checkers. Five wagons were sold by 495 Auto
Salvagers and one was crushed. The 1960 Superba
wagon was sold for $400.00, stripped and crushed. The
remaining Checker found new homes and were all sold
for $500.00 a unit. This mass dumping did have an
impact on the overall average price calculation.
Checker priced with only Best Offer
All fine cars these Checkers were listed only with a
“Best Offer” or “Make Offer” tag.
David Coward listed his 1973 Checker Model A12W
Station Wagon whose odometer now reads 176710
miles. According to Coward, he purchased the car at
the Checker factory in Kalamazoo in August, 1973. Mr.
Coward claimed the car had been kept in a garage
when not in use throughout its life.

With respect to mechanics, Coward claimed that in
the fall of 1973, at about 7500 miles, he converted
the car to run solely on propane, but I kept all of
the equipment removed in the conversion in case a
reconversion back to gasoline would be
desired. The Checker had an engine was
overhauled at about 125000 miles when the
number seven cylinder decided to drink oil.

It is in a very restorable condition as it has never been
in an accident and has spent most of its life in a
garage. This writer has seen this car I person, it’s a
very solid and great example of rare LPG wagon.
In July of a2017 a fleet of Checker became available in
Midland, Texas. Little is known regarding the cars as the
seller did not return any calls. Four Checkers were listed,
two were wagons, both appeared to be very solid
southwest cars.
Based on limited production reports for the Wagon, the
ICTA estimates that about 4000 Checker wagons were
produced between 1960 and 1974. Within the registry of
the ICTA we have accounted for 39 Checker wagons held
by ICTA or CCCofA members. Based on the tracking of
Checker wagons for sale over the last 18 months, we have
identified another 24 Checkers for a total of 63 identified
Checker wagons currently in the Checker car hobby.

In summary, it appears the nice wagons can be
found for under $10,000.00. iI you’re looking for
a fun project a decent restorable wagons can be
had between $2500 and $7000. The dumping of
6 wagons by Checker Motor Cars has impacted
the average price calculation by $2200.00.
Overall the Checker wagons are the most rare
and appear to be the “hot” item that Checker
collectors are looking for today. The wagons can
be used as show cars and if equipped with V8’s
could serve as tow units or camping vehicles.

Massachusetts Checkers Going To Crusher
Part 1
ICTA Facebook members were shocked to see a post by
member Michale Ruse. Michael posted the following:
“My good friend Heidi sent me pics of these Checkers
That just arrived at her husband’s salvage yard in
Lawrence Massachusetts. Knowing I was a taxi
enthusiast she asked me if I had any interest in them
or parts. I’ve attached the two pictures she sent – And
contact info If anyone is interested. It’s a total mystery
where these things came from with the exception of
the yellow one – So I’m not sure what the story is with
them, where they were from, or how on earth they
ended up in a salvage yard in Lawrence
Massachusetts.”
It is mind boggling to this writer that any Checker fan
would send at least 16 Checkers to a salvage yard without
first posting on their website or Facebook page that these
Checker were available for a quick sale. It’s quite clear
from the picture that several units are highly desirable.

It’s not clear how good these cars are, but just
from the photos we can see some rare and
desirable models. Checker made only one
hundred Medi-cars, current estimates are that only
twenty exist, yet there it is, in a picture being prep
for crushing. Also in the picture are what appears
to be a solid versions of a Checker Marathon
Wagon and A12 Limo! These are cars that appear
to be worth saving.
Even if these Checker can’t be saved, they could
yield some valuable parts. Note that the yellow
taxi in the header picture still sports its side
chrome!
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Thankfully by a stroke of luck, Michael’s friend is
married the owner of the salvage yard and she was
aware of Mike’s interest in Checkers, now we have a
Given these cars are in Lawrence, Mass. most devout
chance to step in and do the right thing. Maybe
Checker fans don’t have to make any wild guesses as to some can be saved, not all, but perhaps some of the
who the person is, who sold these units to a crushing
rarer models can be picked up by new owners and
company. Its this writers opinion that this individual has restore or salvage.
certainly harmed the Checker hobby, and has effectively
deserted other Checker fans by his selfish actions.
POST SCRIPT, this blog was picked up by Hemmings
Motor News and more information was developed to
understand what was happening in Massachusetts
These cars were not stripped of valuable parts! Parts
that a true Checker fan would cherish.

The person who scrapped the Checkers has emerged
on Facebook. Along with his enabler, it appears that
they spin a yarn about how all good parts were
stripped before the sale. No worries, nothing here to
see….move along.
The poster would like Checker fans to not believe their
“lying eyes” and foolishly take him at his word. Now
clearly in the header picture we can see an issue with
this statement. There are rare parts in plain sight.
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The poster would like Checker fans to not believe their “lying eyes” and foolishly take him at his word. Now
clearly in the header picture we can see an issue with this statement. There are rare parts in plain sight.
Even if you believe that the cars are all junk and can not be restored, your “lying eyes” should be able to see
the rear window frame on the Medi-Car. Made of aluminum, this piece is clearly of value and should have been
saved. It’s only secured with 6 bolts, its easy to remove. I am sure any Medi-Car owner would have loved to
score a rare window frame.
His enabler makes a comment that it would be nice to save all cars possible but that’s not possible, but let’s
focus on keeping Checkers currently on the road and not worry about Checkers that get lost. This is an idiotic
argument and is just another example of a someone who defends the indefensible. How do you keep your
Checker on the road, if you can’t get parts for a decent price?

As a historic preservation club for Checkers, we
need to focus on saving as many parts as
possible. It’s not like we can go down the street
and pick up parts at the local NAPA. We also
have to worry about dumping of parts, so the price
of parts does not get artificially inflated.
Clearly with 1000 members of this club, a simple
post on a website or Facebook Marketplace would
have generated interest,
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With 1000 Checker fans, clearly parts could have been sold. 40 Checkers
did not need to be scrapped in one mass dumping.
Now that we know who scrapped the Checkers, we know this person is in
the business of selling Checker parts, a mass dump of Checkers further
increases the price of Checker parts. This may be a means of artificially
inflating the price of Checker parts? In another post on Facebook this
person, claims that he legally could not sell these cars because of
structural damage. Hogwash, these cars could be and were sold as
salvage.

Even our competitors have weighed in on the mass dumping of
Checkers. The noted Checker mechanic and confidence man rightly
points out what a stripped Checker looks like by posting one of the
Checkers he’s currently stripping of parts. Looks like he’s not buying the
story either.
Parts like center-links or hood hinges even trunk locks, door locks, window
regulators and spring rods could have been pulled. Even if the hubcaps
are dented, budget minded Checker fans would be able with such parts.
Some may have issues with the opinions posted in this blog, opinions
they are, but many in the Checker community agree. Feedback in the
ICTA Facebook consistently similar outrage over the mass dumping.
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The floors and roofs are rotted. We have saved as
many salvageable parts (possible)”. This writer took a
trip to Lawrence and photographed every car in the
scrap yard. It was quite clear that not only were
useable parts thrown away, but useable cars were
thrown away too!
The salvage yard management was very willing to
help out and do what they could to help our members
get parts or complete Checkers. The ICTA put a plan
in place to run a salvage operation, the goal was to
pull out as many salvageable cars as possible and
also quickly strip cars of parts that could be
The Checker Crushing Has Started Part II
distributed. Dan Smith dedicated a week to work with
It was about one month ago that we alerted Checker
the yards team of strippers, Dan was joined later in
fans that a major dumping of Checkers had happened
the week by Bob Ferdon and Joe Fay. All of this was
in Lawrence, Mass. About 40 Checkers were
done, knowing that Checker would be crushed around
deposited by Checker Motor Cars of Haverhill, Mass. It November, to allow for freeing up space for the
appears that CMC and its parent company Adamson
expected Winter wrecks of 2019.
Industries may be exiting the Checker business. The
dumping was shocking, but according to Steve
This week the plan was completed and the crushing
Contarino, spokesman for Adamson Industries “We
started. As you can see from the header photo about
stripped as much as we could. The frames are rotted.
ten Checkers were crushed on Friday
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Despite the crushing the week was a success. We saved six cars and our team along with the help of 495 staff
have done a tremendous job of stockpiling good parts. A moving van was filled with parts and has delivered the
parts in Toledo for staging. Like the pony express, ICTA member AJ Voiles will be picking up parts in Toledo and
moving them further west to the Rockford area! A real Checker parts network was created by ICTA members.
Three cars have been moved out of the yard. Dan Smith has secured the Aerobus 15 and may be picking up an
additional A11E. All the Checker wagons have been sold or crushed.
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One wagon will ultimately end up with Stephen Disbrowe who resides in the UK. Stephen will be taking
delivery in the Spring of 2019 for a Route 66 excursion.
ICTA member Adam Burlett also picked up a wagon and will be shipping it shortly to Tennessee. Adam’s
wagon will need some body work, it appears that the folks of Adamson went out of there way to make these
cars unsalable. Clearly Checker fans will accept the challenge to fix up, what other folks consider junk is
gold to Checker fans.

Joe Fay arrived home in Toledo, Ohio today with the 67 Checker Marathon hunting wagon. Dave Kniffen
also from Ohio picked up a great Marathon sedan and has taken delivery. Mission accomplished. Two
Lawrence survivors now in Ohio.
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The crushing has started, but several of the Checkers
are safe for the time being. About five more Checkers
are expected to be put up on Ebay by 495
Autosalvagers over the next couple of weeks. All are
restorable. The following pictures can be misleading,
there is heavy damage on the hoods an right front
fenders of both Winkoffs available for sale. According
to 495 Autosalvagers management, these cars were
received from Checker Motor Sales with damage.
Sadly the Checkers were in very good condition when
depicted in a Facebook advertisement on Checker
Motor Car’s Facebook page back on Sept 6th. It
appears that the deliberate damage was performed to
make these units unsaleable. Despite the damage on
these Checkers, the Winkoff’s are in very good
condition and can be restored for future Checker
fun. Please review the photo’s below and contact 495
Autosalvagers in Lawrence, Mass. if you’re interested
in purchasing them for restoration. These cars will be
sold as salvage vehicles without titles.
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There are many Checker clubs out on Facebook. This writer is very proud of how ICTA members pulled
together and successfully saved Checkers and parts. While the other clubs sat on their hands, ICTA
members mobilized and actually saved Checkers. Dan Smith best summed up the week with this Saturday
night Facebook post “Thanks to
everyone for the support on this
project. I wish I could have sold
more but I will see what I can do I
might still buy both the grey e
models. It was interesting to say the
least. Now it’s time for some cold
beer and a bunch of sleep. Thanks
Saved!
to everyone that bought stuff to
keep these cars on the road”. Its
pretty clear, Daniel earned a beer
for his valiant efforts
The yard can be reached directly
via their website
http://www.495recyclers.com/
Contact 495 recyclers directly at
978-682-3777
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The New Checker, Scam or Real Attempt? Part III

About four years ago many members of the Checker Car
Club of America received a mailing from Adamson
Industries announcing their intent to develop a Checker
restoration shop in Haverhill, Mass. Beyond the mailing
to Checker fans, press releases were distributed across
the country to various news outfits for publicity. The
following was reported in the Lawrence Eagle Tribune on
October 14th 2014

Now, in addition to outfitting police, sheriff,
bomb squad and other municipal vehicles with
equipment such as special lights, sirens,
decals and communications equipment,
Adamson Industries Corporation in the
Broadway Business Park is restoring old
Checkers. The company is also supplying
parts to the owners of these iconic American
automobiles. “America is all about baseball,
apple pie and Checker cabs,” said Steve
Contarino, vice president of Adamson
Industries. Many of these easily recognizable
Checker vehicles served as taxi cabs in cities
across America and in other countries from
the late 1950s through the 1990s. They are
still popular among collectors around the world
and with hotels in big cities that use them to
transport guests. Adamson Industries
unveiled its new business, “Checker Motor
Cars,” this month in the business park off
Route 97. “We trademarked the name,”
Contarino said.
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Many reported the Adamson has secured or bought the rights to the Checker name. Patently untrue,
Adamson Industries and its agents merely file a $350 trademark application to the USPTO for the long
abandoned trademark of a defunked company. No monies changed hands between Adamson and the Markin
family, the family that operated Checker from 1922 till 2010.
The real big news came out about a year later it was reported in the New York Daily
News headline “Revamped Checker Motors announces two new concepts including El Camino-style sport
pickup”. The article reported Checker Motor Cars, a Massachusetts-based company that recently secured
the trademark rights for the famed brand, has released concept sketches for two new vehicles that it hopes to
send into production in the fall of 2018. The first concept, dubbed the Sport Pick-up Crossover, is designed in
the style of an El Camino or Ranchero. The original Checker Motors Corporation, which was based in
Kalamazoo, Michigan, stopped producing its signature Marathon cab in 1982 and officially ceased to exist in
2010. Contario’s company has been providing parts and repairs services for Checker cars for more than a
decade and recently acquired rights to sell cars under the brand’s name.” Note that the news item reported
that the company had operated for 10 years restoring Checkers, this contradicts the press releases from a
year earlier when the new company was created a year earlier.
Also in early October 2015 Hemmings Motor News Reported Contarino plans to build prototypes starting early
next year (2016) and get into full production in 2018. He also intends to keep the Checker restoration business
in operation even after production of the two new models begins.
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Checker Motor Cars posted in Facebook a photograph of an El
Camino/Checker prototype under construction. In the post it
was claimed that the car would not be ready of the Kalamazoo
show of 2017. The company also posted a comment claiming
that four El Camino donor cars were used to produce the
mockup. Upon close examination of the photo its clear that
the “beta” car is not even a Checker! It appears to be a 55-5657 Chevy with a El Camino bed grafted in the rear. The shop
in the photo does not appear to be Checker Motors Cars
shop. Most likely, this was a photo that was found on the
internet.
Little was seen in the development of the new Checker, over
the course of several years Contarino was frequently posting
on Facebook. Contarino created his own Facebook page and
reported on the progress being made to build a new
Checker. Over time many Checker fans started to doubt his
ability to produce a new Checker. Checker fans would post
the obvious, the company was a restoration shop that had no
experience developing or building cars. Additionally a
significant number of members were frustrated by Contarino
relentless effort of buying and hoarding Checkers. There were
also many complaints about the high prices of the parts sold

False photo of prototype, its actually a Chevrolet

by Checker Motor Cars. In the course of
two years, Checker Motors Cars did
produce a new Checker hood ornament
and plastic Checker grille. Neither are
parts in great demand as grilles and
emblems are still plentiful.

In 2017 it was reported in Yahoo News
New Checker Vehicles Are Still Coming
in 2018, Company Says. Writer Steph
Willems wrote:
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Dumped with approximately 40 other Checkers is what
appears to be the El Camino prototype
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While sourcing bumpers and manufacturing the iconic front clip isn’t a problem, a question mark surrounds the
body shell. At this point, Checker isn’t sure what material to use — steel, fiberglass and composites are all in
play. “We have proposals for all three,” said Contarino. “There’s advantages to each.” Right now, there’s a key
unknown that could hold up the company’s plans. Essentially, the problem lies with the NHTSA, which
oversees replica vehicles built under the new law, and the potential limitations it could place on low-volume
manufacturers. “Right now, there’s no requirements or guidelines for a replica automobile,” he said. “Will they
say that you just need seatbelts, doors and four wheels, or will they hold us back? Without any guidelines on
body integrity, where do you go with that? You can make the vehicle, but at the end of the day we don’t know
what the NHTSA might want to change.” Contarino has written to the regulator in the hopes of finding some
clarity, but hasn’t heard back. He claims that, like himself, other potential low-volume producers are just
“waiting to see who builds the first car” under the new law. The reborn DeLorean Motor Company could be that
company, he added. As for his own company’s production target of late 2018, Contarino claims the timeline
hinges on body shell development and a timely go-ahead from the NHTSA.
ased on this report, it appears that nothing had been accomplished. Despite reports that a prototypes would
produced in 2016, in 2017 Contarino was not even sure what material would be used to produce a new
Checker body? In 2018 Contarino posted “doors have the same shell as a 1972 Chevy pickup with the top
frame as part of it. Rear door is from a 1972 Chevy Suburban. Door panels are all from 1972 Chevy
pickup.” Based on this report, its not clear that the new Checker would be anything but a replica Chevy!
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Its now the fall of 2018, what progress has been made over
the last four years? Apparently very little. It also appears that
Checker Motors Cars, is in the process of winding down its
failed attempt to manufacture a new Checker. When one looks
back on the last four years, one has to wonder: was this ever a
serious attempt to build a new Checker or just a sad attempt
for attention with press releases and fan fare? The best way to
determine the lack of success is to look at the
accomplishments of Checker Motor Cars. A quick list of
accomplishments is impressive for a hobbiest, but not too
impressive from a real products manufacturing standpoint.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Dumped in Lawrence about two years after this picture was taken in 2016

Built a Facebook page
Built a website
Paid for someone to paint pretty pictures of new Checkers
Purchased a large store of New Old Stock Checker parts to be sold on the website for
over inflated prices
Produced new tooling for plastic Checker grille
Produced a new Checker plastic hood ornament.
Acquired approximately 40 Checkers in various states of condition and parked them
behind the Adamson Industries building

Based on a recent post on Facebook, Contarino claims that he has
restored 15 Checkers. The current inventory appears to be six restored
Checkers on the lot.
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his past month Hemmings Motor Reported: Steve
Contarino, head of Checker Motor Cars in Haverhill,
Massachusetts, said he disposed of as many as 40
vintage Checkers last month as part of a renovation
of his building on Haverhill’s Research Drive, from
which he also runs Adamson Industries, which outfits
lighting and emergency equipment on public safety
vehicles. “We’re deleting parts cars that are too far
gone for restoration,” This report does not ring true.
The signage and all evidence of Checkers has been
removed form Checker Motor Cars facilities in
Haverhill, Mass. Additionally, the Checker parts
coordinator, “Donna” has been layoff from the
company. Other sources indicate that the remaining
NOS Checker parts and two partially restored
Aerobus are available for sale in a bulk purchase for
$30K. Combined with the mass dumping of
Checkers, it does not appear that the new Checker
will ever be produced. Its also important to note that
about 25% of the dumped fleet represents restorable
cars six cars have been sold to Checker collectors
as of this publishing date.

Perhaps we will never know the true story of the New
Checker, but the ICTA did make an interesting discovery
at the 495 Auto Salvage yard in Lawrence, Mass. We
found the Checker El Camino prototype. Unfinished,
the unit is based on a Checker Marathon for door
sedan. An El Camino pickup bed is grafted into the rear
section of the Checker. The unit is unfinished and when
viewed in person, its quite ugly.
The proportions look all wrong and the modern 80’s era
tailgate, does not mesh well. Its highly possible, that
when moving from the paper to an actual prototype
build, the professionals at Checker Motor Cars realized
how horrible the end product would look when the
prototype was finished. It appears that they killed they
the project before finishing the horrendous UTE
prototype.
The ICTA is proud to report, that at the parts saving exercise
in Lawrence, we had the honor of personally directing the
crushing of the prototype. We hope that the crushing of the
vehicle puts an final end to the half ass idea of the New
Checker.
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Checker Update by Richard Thomas

I figured I would give an update on mine. You can
say there is one more Checker back on the road. It
didn’t run very well when I got it and it was
definitely not road worthy. There were 4 main
issues that kept it off the road.
1st, it wouldn’t run after warm up, a new distributor
cured that.
2nd, It had almost no oil pressure. Some 30 weight
and Lucas gives her 25lbs at idle. The old oil was
clean but thin.

3rd, it runs 230 plus degrees and wants to boil over.
I flushed the radiator. That didn’t help. It had 2
electric fans on it, I ditched those in favor of a 19″ 6
blade mechanical fan and a 2 inch spacer. I still
think a shroud is needed. None of the pulleys lined
All Checker owners have one thing in common, we are up so I had to fix all that and modify the accessory
constantly faced with the fact that are Checker’s are
brackets just to mount the fan.
automotive orphans that are challenging to keep on the 4th it still didn’t run well enough to trust. Multiple
road. With this in mind we present Richard’s most
vacuum leaks were addressed, the timing was very
recent update.
retarded. I advanced the timing which also knocked
10 degrees off the
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operating temp and gave it some power.
Ran a vacuum line to the distributor
advance as it had none. New plugs,
wires, cap and rotor button. I also rebuilt
the carburator and changed the fuel
filter. The air cleaned was soaked in oil
and solid with dirt. A new filter let it
breath.
After all this it runs really good. I put a
good 100 miles on it today. I have 25 35 LBS oil pressure, it runs 190 -200
degrees and has good power for being
a 250 6cyl. It still needs a lot of work
and I do plan to rebuild the engine but I
wouldn’t be afraid to drive the car
across the country at this time.
Great Job Richard!
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1964 Checker Station wagon Hills, ON for sale….very rare
station wagon made by Checker Motors, has been updated
with a 1985 Impala front clip, has an early rebuilt 350 V8,
rebuilt auto 700R4 trans, 9 ” rear axle, 4 wheel disc brakes,
stainless steel hardware, true dual exhaust, everything new
or rebuilt, VERY reliable car, comes with many extra used
and NOS parts.

Checker Marathon Lots of new part, New paints,
Rebuilt transmission with 24,000 mile warranty AC
Power steering Power brakes
Built this car to use with my grand kids just bought a
vw bus camper to take them camping want to put
the money in to that partial trades welcome vespa
car trailer (603) 231-9298

Seller Larry Parsons contact 705-489-4562
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This is a checker marathon limo sedan runs and drives
needs a little love. great car just don’t have the time for
it.
Asking $7000 or best offer. (404) 861-3672

1982 Checker Blue/Gray in color, V-8 engine,
92,000. miles, garage keep, cloth seats,
automatic, good tires, I have owned the car for
over 20 years. Car is in good condition.
(910) 520-1732
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1981 Checker Marathon ( Calif car no Rust ) PROMS Start your
business!!!
New Paint and New stickers
Original meter and top sign original Checker
New Interior, New window rubbers, New window sweeps
, New Brakes, New Battery, New water pump
New saprk plugs, New spark plug wires, New front and Rear
shocks, Tires great condition. New door seals
Runs great GM V6 Auto and A/C
Asking $28 thousand Call (562) 889-1999

cylinders: 6 cylinders drive: rwd fuel: gas
odometer: 66397 paint color: custom size: full-size
title status: clean transmission: automatic type: sedan
Runs pretty good. Needs paint and body work (559)
960-7981
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1964 checker
marathon a-12 limo
– $8000 (Fernley)
Has original motor, is
a 230 CID with Glass
Evap System, original
Transmission. Interior
has been redone with
new carpet and
reupholstered original
bench seats in marine
leather. Runs and
drives great! Original
title in hand, 2nd
owner $9000.00
obo Call Jim at 775303-5082

1965 Checker Marathon, like New York
Taxi. Chevy 283 V-8 engine, all original.
Runs and drives. Needs total restoration. I
have owned this car since 2000, call Steve
(503) 930-1745
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THE GOOD: Low mileage (76K), two-owner car. I still have the first owner’s log books and paperwork
from the 1960s. Car is very original, no modifications. Interior is excellent! No rips, splits or stains on
upholstery; door panels look great. Back seat has spent much of its life folded down and looks almost
new. All glass good. Side trim is perfect. Vintage CB radio installed (doesn’t transmit). Chevy 283 V8
starts up and runs fine. New water pump installed recently. Auto transmission. Two new tires in front
(less than 1,000 miles); rear tires are good. I also have a pair of snow tires on extra rims that go with
the car.
THE BAD: This car has been driven in winter and has SEVERE rust in several places. Most notably,
the C pillars are rusted out and thus the rear doors are not able to be used due to the door strike plates
being loose. Repair will involve some serious welding and metal fabrication. Severe rust is also present
at the rocker panels, spare tire well, and other usual Checker places such as the tops of the
fenders. The manual brakes need service and will stop the car at low speed only at this time. The car
can be test driven around the block but should not be driven at speed until the brakes are repaired.
BOTTOM LINE: This is a compete, running, currently registered rare Checker that will make a great
project for someone able to deal with significant rust issues. $2,500. Not interested in trades or in
parting out. Car is located in Kentucky. I also have some extra body parts that I will be selling
separately but whoever buys this car gets first chance: NOS L+R pair of sedan C pillars (could be
modified for the wagon); pair of NOS rear fenders in factory black primer (these are for later years with
side marker lights); and one early model (no marker light) left front fender in very good condition with
only light surface rust.
Contact: Steve at (859) 321-2801 and leave message.

SEE NEXT PAGE PICTURES
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1969 Checker Marathon Model A12E Long
Wheel Base Best Offer
I have a 1969 checker cab marathon up for
trade or sale I'm leaving town and I don't wanna
leave it in storage runs drives
Any other questions Call ☎ (702) 517-1003
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1971 Checker Marathon Taxi Cab – $15000 (Johnstown Pa.)
For sale a factory original Checker Marathon Taxi Cab.
Bought it back in 1979 has been garage kept, only
brought it out for parades and car shows. bought it from
the original owners estate. can't say how long he had it in
a garage? Speedometer showing 69,662 miles on it as far
as I know, body has a few marks here and there. Frame is
100% solid no rust. Interior original blue cloth seats no
holes or tears. Head liner is in good shape. Cab has a
Chevrolet V8 283 CI, with a three speed automatic
transmission. Starts and runs 100% engine burns no oil.
Was set up for A/C from factory but compressor missing.
Has a two way radio, argo taxi meter, and a 70's taxi roof
light. Please don't be afraid to ask any Questions. When it
quits raining here will be posting more pitchers. A Checker
sold on eBay recently for a good sum of money was two
years newer than mine. Selling because retiring from Cab
business. Price is negotiable could end up higher or lower.
It would be hard to find a cab in this shape and condition
and runs. Please note this cab title is in my dealerships
name. But the car is mine. ☎ (814) 243-7716
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Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends
officially available and less $ than originally anticipated! Set
of 6 $20, second sets $12, individual $4. All free shipping.
PM me I take Matt Thomas in the Facebook Checker Cab
Club
PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check, coins, and
gold.

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for
vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a
now defunct company. These are the same exact size
and shape as the original chromed pot metal badges.
$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon.
Shipped FREE. These come on application tape to help
you install them in alignment.
Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on
my car)
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Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company on-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and overseas.
Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva projects new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully informative
captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the classic
Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in demand by
film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the history of
the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and private car
variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

Looking for gift for your little Checker fans? Here’s a great
item, Zandra and Tim Bowers have just published another
children’s book in their Checker Cab’s Adventure series.
The book follows the adventures of Checker Cab, Cab
Driver and his good luck charm Bunwacky as they travel
around Washington D.C. This fun read is very educational
and showcases various Washington D. C. landmarks. The
book also features fantastic illustrations by Katlyn Knuver.
If you would like to get a copy, please reach out to Tim
and Zandra at thbower@comcast.net
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